
The Great Hall of the Bishop's Palace
at Hereford

By C. A. RALEGH RADFORD, E. M. JOPE

and J. W. TONKIN

CAREFUL examination ofthe horizontal beams above the arches framing the arcades if the
i zth-century great hall ofthe bishop's palace at Hereford hasbrought to light additional struc
tural evidence shewing that the hall, as originally built, had a clerestory and separate pent
roofs over the aisles. The proposed reconstruction is discussed with reference to surviving but
incomplete examples of the same date at Leicester and Farnham, where the evidence .for the
architectural form is inconclusive. It is compared with earlier illustrations, including those in
the Bayeux Tapestry. The evidence of the churches of late totli and t ith-cenuuy date with
transverse (diaphragm) arches is also adduced.

T
H E BISHOP'S palace at Hereford stands south of the cathedral, beyond the
cloister, the S. side ofwhich incorporates the only surviving wallof a double
chapel of the late r rth century. The main block of the palace, running north

and south, is in five bays. It was largely remodelled by Bishop Bisse (1713-21),
who formed the present hall and cased the building in brick. The drawing-room
in the centre of the E. side was formed by Bishop Atlay (1868-95). The only
medieval feature is the stone-work at the base of the side walls and the late r zth
century W. porch, which was entirely rebuilt between 1852 and 1863.

Embedded in the cross-walls and rising above the r Bth-century ceilings are
substantial remains of the timber framing of a reth-cerrturv aisled hall of at least
three bays. Three of the arcade-posts survive in whole or in part, but the greater
part of the fourth was removed when the drawing-room was formed in the late
t qth century. Above the ceilings parts of the arcades, including one complete
arch, are visible in the attic. The existing roof has plain tie-beams replacing the
original transverse arches across the nave; it is gabled and runs continuously
above the nave and aisles.

This great hall is one of the grandest, and most important of the surviving
rzth-century timber buildings in England.r so that any evidence concerning its
original form is of more than usual interest to students of early medieval timber
construction.

It was, therefore, decided in 1966z to examine more precisely the upper part

I Roy. Comm. Hist. Mons., Herefordshire, 1 (1931), 116-17; S. R.]ones and]. T. Smith, 'The great
hall of the bishop's palace at Hereford', Med. Archaeol., IV (1960), 68-80.

'vVe are most grateful to the then bishop of Hereford, the Rt, Rev. Mark Hodson, and Mrs. Hodson
for their kindness in allowing us every facility for examining this roof, accessible only within their private
residence.
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of the arcade structure, in particular the upper surface of the rzth-centurv horizon
tal beams across the top of the arch in each surviving 24-ft. bay in the E. arcade.
These beams are now capped by more recent ones acting as purlins supporting
the present roof. The r zth-century beams have sunk away a little at some points,
leaving just enough space for digital exploration of the upper surface of the beam.

This examination along one bay revealed a groove of truncated-V section,
Ii in. wide and Ii in. deep (FIG. 36) starting 6 in. from each end, running parallel
to the inner edge and set in 41 in. The groove could be traced continuously for 8 ft.
from the S. end and 3 ft. from the N. end; in between, though the beams sat too
tightly together to insert the fingers, the groove was detected at intervals by probing
with a bent wire. Such a groove on the upper surface of the 12th-century beam will
have carried a panel of lath-and-plaster or translucent material. Its presence also
implies that the 12th-century wall continued upwards as in a clerestory.

The conclusion that the original rzth-century roof had been carried a stage
higher than the reconstructed roof that we now see is borne out by the construction
of the r zth-century longitudinal member, not as a continuous arcade-plate, but
as made up from a separate beam for each bay, mortised to the uprights (PL. XVII,

A),which divide the bays and rise above the upper surface of the original horizontal
beams (in one place surviving to at least 10 in. above it, PL. XVI, A) •

The clerestory type of structure is further indicated by the independent
construction of the 12th-century aisle roof, not as continuous with the main roof
line but with its rafters slotted into the main verticals (PL. XVI, c; FIG. 36) and into
the outside of the horizontal beam below a groove for the shingles and their
weathering (PL. XVII, c; FIG. 36). In fact, a main purpose of these beams over the
arcade-crown in each bay must have been to accommodate the aisle roof-rafters.
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FIG. 36
THE 12TH-CENTURY HALL OF THE BISHOP'S PALACE, HEREFORD

Elevation-view and sections of original horizontal member at arcade-plate height on central bay of E.
arcade, showing slots for aisle rafters (p. 79 f.). The enlarged sections show upper ends of rafters fitted
alternately in two different ways and pegged in position, with laths and roof shingles. The grooves where
the tops of the shingles rest would have been sealed with weathering material, probably pitch.
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The posts of the central bay rise I ft. IO in. above the highest point of the arch,
i.e. IO in. above the top of the lower beam, which Jones and Smith refer to as the
sub-plate. This feature is most unusual, perhaps unique, and must mean that
somewhere above this sub-plate was another timber carrying the roof ofthe central
part of the hall.

An interesting feature is the way in which every other housing on the sub
plate is apparently for a vertical timber rising above the plate. Neither Jones and
Smith nor the investigators from the Royal Commission had the opportunity of
seeing the rear of the sub-plate of the northernmost bay (PL. XVII, e), which shows
the difference between the alternate housings. On the central bay it was possible
to measure in some detail (FIG. 36) the two types of housing and also the groove
into which the roof-covering fitted. In this at one point (C on FIG. 36) what
appeared to be a shingle could be felt, but no amount of levering with the fingers
could shift it. Some peg-holes are horizontal, some at an angle; some appear to be
secondary to the original structure, and it seems that the originals are angled. The
vertical housings are carried through to the top of the sub-plate and average
under st in. in width, while the angled housings finish below the groove and
average over 6t in. in width.

The vertical housings could perhaps answer the problem posed byJones and
Smith that there was no sign of a rebate for a halved joint. Certainly it seerris that
they carried vertical timbers which could have risen to a higher plate and that
the angled housings received the common rafters of the aisle roof. One possible
argument against this is that the groove to receive the shingles, or whatever the
roof-covering of the aisle may have been, is continuous, but this could presumably
have been cut in this way for ease of work in preparing the sub-plate before it was
placed in position. On the other hand it may date at these points from the I 6th
century reconstruction.

The added upper plate is held in lateral position by a series of short vertical
timbers piercing its whole thickness, finished off flush with its upper surface and
tenoned to a depth of It in. into the upper surface of the r zth-century beam (PL.
XVII, B). These short vertical timbers are everywhere set on the mid-line of the upper
plate, regardless of variable setting in relation to the axis of the lower beam.s, and
must be a device for locating and securing the upper part of the later roof to the
I zth-century structure, which had evidently slewed a little by the time the upper
roof was reconstructed.3 This observation in itself indicates that the lower beams
and upper plate are not parts of the same construction.i

Medieval construction of lath-and-plaster panels, such as we may infer from

3 The existing roof over the central part of the hall may date from Bishop Booth's time, when, c. 1530
1533, alterations were made in the N. and W. ranges of the courtyard and in the gatehouse. This would
appear to be the Royal Commission's interpretation. On the other hand it could well date frorn Bishop
Scorry's time, 1559-1585. He had 'bespoke my carpeders and masons and prepared tymber' and, although
refused permission to demolish the hall, he may have had the roof altered. The present roof,with its short,
simple, curved braces to tie- and collar-beams, its through-purlin construction and its 7-in.-long scratched
carpenters' assembly-marks, looks very much as though it may date from this later period. The roses
painted on the upper plate could date from the time of either bishop. The hall does not appear to have
been divided into anything like its modern form until the early 18th century: see A. L. Moir, The Bishop's
Palace, Hereford (1970).

4 Compare Jones and Smith, op, cit. in note I, 72 If.
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the groove along the r zth-century beams, was based on a series of roughly-riven
verticals which were pinned into the upper member by means of a shaped round
peg forming the top of the vertical and inserted into a hole drilled into the under
side of the beam. The vertical terminated in a point which was tapped home in the
groove so that it stood upright. These verticals would have been set fairly close
together and linked by horizontal wattles woven in and out as in a modern sheep
hurdle, the whole filling being then plastered flush with the surface of the main
beams. Well-preseserved examples dating from the 15th-century may be seen at
Tretower Court in Brecknockshire.5

In the bay available for most detailed examination the groove seems to be
continuous along most of the top surface of the r zth-century beam, showing that
the panel above this level was blind, where one would normally expect to find a
window. This was the central of the three surviving bays, and it is possible that the
absence of a window here was connected with the position of the central hearth
and the need to avoid down draughts at this point. No such detailed examination
of the other bays was possible, so that the question whether windows existed in
other bays, forming a true clerestory, must be left open. On general grounds it may
be assumed that such windows were the main reason for this construction.

Re-examination of the surviving structure of this hall has thus shown that it
was taller than the present roofing, was almost 50 ft. high, and had an upper
structure of clerestory type, though the evidence for lights in the upper stage is not
certain. This conclusion is reached from several converging lines of evidence:

(I) The way the main column-timbers dividing the bays rise above the
arcade-crown, which carries no continuous arcade-plate, but only separate
timbers over each bay, mortised to the verticals, one of which still rises 10 in.
above the top of the original horizontal timbers.

(2) The groove to carry lath-and-plaster panelling on top of the beams over
the arcade-crown.

(3) The alternate aisle rafter and vertical rebates.
(4) The independent construction of the aisle roofs, instead of continuing the

line of the nave roof.
(5) The evidence that the present main roof is a reconstruction carried out

after an interval long enough for the r zth-century structure to have become some
what distorted.

The closest analogies to this great hall are those in the castles of Leicester and
Farnham. Both these buildings have timber arcades within outer walls of stone,
but the two elements are not necessarily of the same date. Both halls are of the
rzrh century, much disguised and repaired at later dates.

At Leicester- the aisled hall retains some of the arcade-posts with attached

5 Brycheiniog, VI (1960), 36: 'The interspaces were filled with plaster. Some panels are preserved;
others have been replaced. The method of filling these panels was to drill small circular holes in the under
side of the upper and cut a V-shaped slot along the top of the lower beam. Thin slivers of wood, I to 2 in.
wide, were then finished with a peg at the top and pointed at the base. These pegs were inserted in the
holes and the point knocked home in the slot so that the sliver stood approximately vertical. Withies of
hazel were then woven horizontally from side to side, as in forming a sheep hurdle. The whole was then
covered with plaster, the surfaces being brought flush with the faces of the beams.'

6 Levi Fox, Leicester Castle (Leicester, (944); Archaeol.J., xc (1933), 365, and XCII (1935),190-1.
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colonettes surmounted with reeded capitals, similar to those at Hereford. The
date indicated is the middle of the reth century or slightly later. The present roof,
which is continuous across the nave and aisles, is a reconstruction of the 14th
century, using some of the original timbers.z It provides no clue to the original
form of the upper part of the hall, and the struts which link the uprights to the
other members form part of the reconstruction.

At Farnham the layout was disguised by alterations in the 14th century and
again after the Restoration.f The surviving remains formed part of the uprights of
the arcades. Though certainly of the rzth century, they are not closelydatable; it
has recently, been suggested that they formed part of the original castle erected by
Henry of Blois (II29-71). This was demolished by the king in II55, when the
bishop went to France without royal authority.s There is no evidence for the orig
inal form of the upper part of the hall.

Since no close analogy survives in reconstructible form, the most relevant
parallels are those supplied by contemporary or earlier illustrations. The most
important source is the Bayeux Tapestry, worked, almost certainly in England,
nearly a century before the erection of the great hall at Hereford.w In the scene
when Harold is told of the appearance of the comet, he is shown enthroned in the
palace; clerestory windows are shown below the main roof (pl. 35)' The aisle
roof is not certainly shown, but must be inferred, as is indicated by a comparison
with the drawing of Westminster Abbey (pl. 32), which was certainlyaisled and
clerestoried." In the scene in which Harold returns to King Edward, an aisled
building with a separate and lower aisle roof is indicated (colour pl. 5). The hall
on the mound at Dinant is even clearer, showing both main and aisle roofs (pl.
26). These instances are sufficient to show that aisled and clerestoried secular
buildings were not unknown or strange in r r th-century England.

The drawings in Harley Ms. no. 603 may also be cited in this connexion. The
Ms., a copy of the 9th-century Utrecht Psalter, was written at St. Augustine's,
Canterbury, about A.D. 1000. The relevant drawings are found at the head of
psalm 3 and illustrate the works of charity. The scene represents the establishment
of a thegn.» In the centre of the enclosure is an aisled hall, apparently with a
single roof covering nave and aisles. To the right is the church, an aisled and
clerestoried building. To the left of the hall is a second aisled and clerestoried
building, part living-quarters, part store-room. All these are shown as stone-built
with tiled roofs; they belong to the Mediterranean tradition, on which the illustra-

7 Archaeol. J., CXII (1955), 183, note I, accepted by Jones and Smith, op, cit. in note I, 76. \\T. Horn
(J. Soc. Architectural Historians, XVII (1958), pp. 8--9 of offprint) regards the roofas original.

8 V.C.H., Surrey, II, 600-1; if. H. R. Huband, Farnham Castle (1937; typescript and illustrations in
library of Soc. Antiq. London), pp. 9-11 of section on the great hall.

9 M. W. Thompson, Farnham Castle Keep (M.P.B.W.-now D.o.E.-official guide book, London,
H.M.S.a.,1961),4·

10 The Bayeux Tapestry: a Comprehensive Survey (ed. Sir Frank Stenton, 1957). References in text are to
this work.

II A translation of a drawing of this type into a modern perspective is illustrated in Arclzaeologia,
xcv (1953), 58, where the Tabarka mosaic of an aisled church is discussed.

I2 Harley Ms. 603, fol. 57, is most conveniently illustrated in N. Lloyd, The English House (1931).
4; if. ibid., 5. The I r th-century treatise on the classes of men lists, among the possessions entitling a villein
to thegn right, a church and bellcote, a kitchen and gate (to his enclosure): F. Liebermann, Die Gesetze der
Angelsachsen (1903), 456-7.
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tions of the Canterbury Psalter and its continental model are based. They are
therefore not conclusive as to the form of a Saxon thegn's hall, but it seems unlikely
that buildings of this type would have been included, unless they had been familiar
in the contemporary landscape. The drawing is also interesting for its representa
tion side by side of the two types of aisled building. The northern tradition with a
continuous roofis lavishly represented both by the Frisian farmhouse, which has
survived down to our own days's and by the great barns of medieval England.u
The clerestoried building as a design is a Mediterranean import, which was long
used for the Roman churches. The idea reached England as early as c. 700, as the
surviving church, originally aisled, at Brixworth shows.is It would indeed have
been surprising if this form had not been adapted for some secular buildings and
carried out in timber long before the rzth century. That no examples have sur
vived intact need occasion no surprise; the more important examples have been
too often adapted and rebuilt, as the three rzth-century halls that have been
discussed have clearly shown. But all three were Romanesque buildings on a grand
scale with elaborate ornament and it is reasonable to suggest that they followed the
imported rather than the native tradition. The episcopal palace at Hereford at least
provides positive surviving evidence for such a clerestoried hall in the r zth century.

There is one particular class of church that must be considered in this con
nexion. Early Romanesque builders were faced with the technical problem of
constructing a vault spanning the wide central nave, at a time when vaulting the
narrower span of the aisles was easily accomplished. An intermediate stage before
the achievement of a fully vaulted building is represented by those churches in
which the nave is divided by transverse arches, while the bays of the aisles are
covered with stone vaults. The transverse or diaphragm arch.i« spanning the
nave and carrying a stone gable, was thrown across the nave between every second
or third pair of piers. The piers carrying these arches are normally distinguished
from the intervening uprights of the arcade by an addossed column projecting
from each face, including that towards the nave. In a number of churches an
alternation between compound piers and cylindrical columns is to be found.

The system with transverse arches was in use in N. Italy as early as the second
half of the roth century. SS. Felice e Fortunato at Vicenza.vz a church built in
the last quarter of the century, is a building where transverse arches are well
documented. A surviving church, which still retains the transverse arches and
intervening roof trusses, is S. Miniato at Florence (PL. XVIII), which dates from the
second quarter of the r rth century.tf Here the transverse arches are found
between every third pair of piers.

IJ Lloyd (ibid., 6) illustrate~ a modern example at Edam, near Amsterdam. The English representatives
form class A of the classificatIOn of house types of the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments.
Examples are recorded at Barrington (no. '7) and Bourn (no. 8) (R. C. H. M., West Cambridgeshire (1968),
xlvi, 9-10 and 24-5).

'4 E.g., Harmondsworth (R.C.H.M., Middlesex (1937), 61-2).
'5 A. W. Clapham, EnglishRomanesque Architecture before theConquest (1930), pI. 5, fig. I I.

,6 Transverse (or the equivalent) is the more sa.tisfactory term and is generally employed by continental
writers. Diaphragm arch has ~een n?rmally used III England.

I) G. T. Rivoira Lombardzc Architecture (1910), I, 180-2.
IS Ibid. 206-16.'for a drawing see G. Dehio and G. von Bezold, Die kirchliche Baukunst des Abendlandes

(1884-190/), pI. n,'and P. Toesca, Storiadell' Arte italiana (1927), 543, fig. 329.
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From N. Italy the system spread to Normandy. No church in the duchy now
seems to retain these arches intact. But there is good evidence that the nave of the
abbey church of Cerisy-la-Foret, built in the third quarter of the I I th century, was
roofed in this manner.is The case is summarized in the following sentence,
translated from the best published account (i.e., 1908). 'Between every other bay
transverse arches, bearing a gable of masonry, strengthened the roof and provided,
in case of fire, an insulating break.' ]umieges,2o built between 1040 and 1067, is
another example, though the evidence is not conclusive and has been differently
interpreted. ]umieges is important as, if the evidence for transverse arches is
accepted, it would provide an early date for the introduction of the system into
Normandy. In any case their use in the r rth century is indisputable. They are
clearly visible in the rSth-century engraving of the priory church of St. Vigor at
Bayeux.» At that period the nave of the church had been abandoned and is shown
roofless, with the arches spanning the nave, but demolished down to the level of
the eaves of the side walls.

The plan of the Confessor's church at Westminster,> with the piers alternately
compound and rectangular, suggests that transverse arches may also have been
used in the nave of this building; other interpretations are possible. If jumieges
had transverse arches, there is no chronological difficulty, as the nave at West
minster probably dates from after 1065, when the church was consecrated.

On the basis of the foregoing data and comparisons it is possible to indicate
the original form of the destroyed upper part of the hall at Hereford (FIGS. 37-8).

The 12th-century masonry, which survives in part in the centre of the hall,23
establishes the width of the aisle as 10 ft. The apex of the aisle roof is fixed by the
surviving chase for the wooden shingles, which run along the outer face of the
horizontal beams surmounting the arcade arches. It is 13ft. above the top of the
arcade capitals, or some 27 ft. above the medieval floor level, which lay I-I t ft.
above that of the present day. The shingles were carried on rafters pegged to the
beams over the arcade arches. It is difficult to calculate this angle exactly; it is
nearer 40 than 45 degrees to the vertical.w The colonettes on the outer side of the
uprights show that there were arches spanning the aisles, but no capital appears
to have survived. In the churches of the type discussed above the outer arches
across the aisles spring from the same level as those of the arcades. If this were so
at Hereford, the arches must have been depressed. In our view it is more likely
that they were semicircular, carrying a tie-beam at the eaves level of the outer
walls. This would give a springing point 9 ft. above floor level (or 5 ft. below the
arcade capitals) and a clearance of I4 ft. at the centre of the arch. The triangular
space between the tie-beam and the roof would require one or more struts, but the

'9 Congres archeologique de France (Caen, 1908), II, 545-87; Dehio and von Bezold, op, cit. in note 18, pI.
90. Clapham's assessment that 'a plausible case has been made out' (English Romanesque Architecture after the
Conquest (1934), 7, note I) would seem an understatement in view of the evidence recorded.

'0 Clapham, ibid., 7.
-v Monasticon Gallicanum (ed. M. Peigne-Delacourt, 1871), pI. 103; Clapham, op, cit. in note 19, pI. I.

v- Archaeologia, LXXXIII (1933), 227-36. The suggestion that the church had transverse arches is not
made in this article, which does not discuss the elevation.

'3 R.C.H.M., Herefordshire, 1 (1931),117 a.
'4 An angle of 42 degrees between the aisle roof and the upright is shown on the drawing.
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FIG. 37
THE 12TH-CENTURY HALL OF THE BISHOP'S PALACE, HEREFORD

Restoration-section through the hall, showing the structural design with aisles and clerestory (pp. 84, 86)

FIG. 38
THE 12TH-CENTURY HALL OF THE BISHOP'S PALACE, HEREFORD

Isometric restoration-diagram of hall, to illustrate the external spatial massing of its original design (p. 8,j.).
Restoration of the gable facade and of the cler.estory lighting is not attempted. The former would probably
have been based on the maw structural verticals. The latter may have been no more than boards with
fairly simple holes cut in them (cf. Borgund Church, Norway, c. lI50: K. J. Conant, Carolingian and
Romanesque Architecture, 9°0--1200 (1959),40, fig. 10). The view is from the south-east and the entrance porch
is at the north-west. The full layout of the episcopal residence of the rzth century is not known. It is
possible that the hall was a separate unit, corresponding to Bishop Burnell's hall block of c. 1280 at Wells
(Archaeol. ]., cvn (1950), 108-10); on the other hand the hall at Hereford may have been part of a larger
complex, as implied in the Royal Commission's account.
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arrangement is immaterial as this would have been filled with plaster, as would
the spandrels above the arch.

It is suggested that the transverse arch across the nave was also semicircular.
It sprang from capitals Z I ift. above the medieval floor level (PL. XVI, B). These arches
were not rebated into the uprights, like those ofthe arcades.ss The back ofthe tirnbers
rose vertically against the uprights for about 4 ft. before assuming the curve of the
extrados. The arches were pegged to the uprights. On one upright the lower peg
may be seen on one of the published photographs (PL. XVI, A)?6 it is now holding a
strut forming part of the reconstructed roof. The upper peg-hole, now empty, is
clearly visible above this strut. The arch must have carried a tie-beam, repeating
the arrangement of the arcades. The height in the centre to the soffit of the arch
was about 33 ft. with an additional zi ft. to the upper surface of the tie-beam, a
total of some 36 ft. This was also the level of the wall-plates.

The nave roof probably had the same pitch as those of the aisles. Plaster
filling of the spandrels and of the space above the tie-beam may be assurned.sz
The form of the supporting struts is therefore immaterial. But a bay of 24 ft.
demands intermediate trusses, probably two in number. For aesthetic reasons
these should be open, as for example, at S. Miniato in Florence (PL. XVIII). The
open trusses were probably simple king-posts ofthe type normally found in Italian
churches of this and earlier dates. For convenience this has been shown on the
section (FIG. 37), although, as has been explained, there could have been other
arrangements ofstruts in closed gables.

The hall at Hereford is in the great tradition of classical Mediterranean archi
tecture, reintroduced into England under Norman influence. The surviving orna
ment in relief is in the grand manner and there are still traces ofpainted decoration
on one of the arcade-plates.st Colour doubtless covered the whole of the plane
surfaces as well as the woodwork and one cannot exclude the possibility that there
was a coffered and painted ceiling-a fitting counterpart to the great painted ceil
ing of this date in Peterborough Cathedral.ss

';Jones and Smith, op, cit. in note I, 74, fig. 24.
,6 Cj. ibid., pI. xiii, C.
>7Cj. the percipient observation of Jones and Smith, ibid., 75: 'Evidently the hall was intended to

resemble as nearly as possible a masonrv structure.'
,8 Lac. cit. in note 23.
>9 Clapham, op. cit. in note 19, pl. 46.




